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Warning
Knives are seriously dangerous. Use common sense and call us if you

have questions. +46 (0)480-21105



It all started in Kalmar
A Swedish city so stony and harsh that its ancient name

includes both "cairn” [stenröse] and “gravel islands"

[grusiga öar].

Its inhabitants. Kalmariten. Harsh, resilient and stubborn.

True iron men whose strenuous daily chores so impressed on

medieval Hawaiian traders that they later started endurance races in

their name....as the saying goes.

A perfect location for an unconventional knife maker dedicated to

break new ground.

Welcome to our world!

//Jaktkit



Jaktkit knives follow no trends.

Aren't designed to please.

Yet, jaktkit Knv knives have managed to become favoured tools

among frontrunners. Around the world.

You recognize them, they recognize you.

When you put your jaktkit knife in your belt you don't walk alone.

You don’t walk
alone



Our ambition was never to make a knife.

It was to make The knife.

Every Knv knife is tested to meet 89 specific performance

requirements.

Small details that make Knv knives different from other knives.

We are truly humble and honoured that our Knv knives have been so

well received.

We are allowed to disclose that Piketen - a special operations unit of

the Swedish Police - were among the first to select Knv knives for test.

2016 Knife Knv2 received the highest test score among Swedish

knives from reputable Dutch Bushcraft, in strong competition with

quality knives from Fallkniven (A1, F1 & S1) and Morakniven

(Pathfinder & Tactical SRT)

Not loved by everyone, but favoured in test after test.

It’s time. Become one of us.

One of us



Use and maintenance
Knv knives are built for use, so please do.

Refrain from hitting the

handle and it will last you a

lifetime. Provide you with

great grip in all weather.

Wash knife and sheath by

hand when dirty.

Use dish washing liquid, or any hand soap you have available.

All Knv Knives are corrosion resistant. The coated models even more.

The Knv knife blade requires very limited maintenance.

However, take the knife out of sheath after long snowy or rainy

endeavors. Let it dry in room temperature out of sheath if possible.

Wipe with a rag from time to time if on the go.

When blade is dry, or as dry as possible, lubricate with what grease

you have at hand. Preferable vegetable oil since it works well if knife

is later used for cutting edibles in hunting/survival situation.

The knife handle is chemical resistant however strong industrial

petroleum based greases will weaken it over time. Avoid those.



Jaktkit V-edge
Knv knives are known for their extreme V-edge.

Caressed out of the hardest solid steel by Ms Tingting and her small

team of female knife sharpeners.

A jaktkit specific hybrid edge derived from long-term testing in

demanding Arctic and crafted to perfection by the hands of a

passionate woman.

Merging cutting performance of a full flat grind with the improved

strength of a convex edge.

The edge on a Knv knife is easily recognized.

Aggressive blade profile.

Smooth surface.

No lines from secondary bevel. No lines from laminate. No lines. No

lines whatsoever.

100% solid cutting experience.



Sharpening
No need to buy fancy diamond sharpeners. Specifically beware of

those trendy miniature versions. The inadequate size are likely to get

your fingers cut and won't allow you to sharpen properly.

Also avoid sharpening machines without (water) cooling since it can

overheat the steel and ruin tempering.

A good way to sharpen your jaktkit knife is a dual-grit whetstone. The

standard 5 €/$ version found at most hardware stores will be

completely adequate.

Trick: Buy 2, then you can grind them together to flatten them if they

get hallow over time.

Put whetstone in water until bubbles stop.

Trick: A wet wettex rag between whetstone and table top prevent

whetstone from sliding.

Sharpen knife by manually moving back and forth on stone. Add small

quantity of water when needed too keep moist. However, avoid

overflowing since this will flush away the created “paste” that is doing

the actual sharpening.

You will hear from the hissing sound when the sharpening angle is

right. The small manual variations will assure your edge continue to

have a slightly convex finish.

Continue from side to side and alternate more often the closer you get

to full sharpness.



If you look directly at the edge in good light its full length should be a

very thin dark line. If you get a reflection along the way that spot has

not yet reached full sharpness. With great caution you can also feel

across the edge with nail or finger. The edge is leaning toward the side

with greatest resistance. Overall resistance is increasing with

increasing sharpness.

When the edge is good, change to fine side of whetstone. Do a

number of passes, alternating between sides.

Always finish a sharpening with stropping on leather belt. This

strengthen the edge and makes it last longer.

If you feel that one side is rougher than the other when stropping you

might need to go back to the whetstone for a few more passes on the

side of the blade that felt “rough”. This tilt the burr (edge) ever so

slightly in the right direction.

Frequent stropping will preserve your edge longer, it will also prevent

and remove micro corrosion that dull knives when not used.

Trick: Get a high quality leather belt. However, no need to buy

stropping paste. Normally it is not needed and if you want it the

residual “paste” left on the blade after finishing on the fine side of

whetstone will do just fine.

A good sharpening takes time and will prevent mindfulness deficiency

even through the darkest of Nordic winters.



Use with firesteel
The FYR firesteel fits all jaktkit kydex sheaths. It is a powerful fire

steel that let you start fire quickly in all

weather.

The spine of Knv knives are rounded

ever so slightly to assure best thumb

comfort.

Additionally several of our knives have

our much appreciated mirror polish.

In combination this can make it somewhat difficult to make great

sparks on the spine when the knife is all new.

However, great sparks can always be generated on the sharp grove

close to the handle on the edge side. If needed even the edge can be

used. Particularly in extreme cold weather this is standard practice

among SERE and survival experts to generate sufficient friction.

After some regular use the knife will receive its natural patina with

micro scratches and micro oxidation. This will cause the friction

needed to generate great sparks also from the spine.

Our coated knives have a more matt finish that will create great

sparks right out of the box.



What you don’t get

Sometimes less is more, they say.

 Your won’t get a gut hook, that weaken the blade. Instead you

get a solid drop point blade suited for gutting.

 You won’t get a trendy false edge at the tip, since it is more

likely to break your baton when splitting wood.

 You won’t get a fancy G10 or Micarta handle with fully exposed

steel that will freeze your hands in the winter.

 You won’t get that classic elegant leather sheath that collect

germs every time you put your dirty knife back after gutting an animal

or slicing salamis in the forest. Such leather sheaths comes at an

extra cost, and is sold separately as an accessory.

 You also won’t get so very much ripped off, since we try to

have a rather fair pricing.



Environment
We could tell you about the eco-friendly brown

packing and wrapping that we always had.

Explain that customer orders are taken by bicycle to PostNord drop of

point whenever possible.

Or go as far as certifying that our Swedish jaktkit team primarily eat

local “carbon neutral” game meat from own harvest.

Or a number of other small peculiarities that we do to feel good about

our products and ourself.

However, what really matter is that we make knives that last. Knives

that you will hopefully love and use for a lifetime. That makes the real

environmental difference.

If parts get worn out over

time don't hesitate to

contact us. We always try

to carry spare parts for

our knives as part of our

commitment.



Warranty
It’s our ambition that every customer should be 100% satisfied with

their jaktkit product. For this reason we offer 30 days money back

guarantee.

We also offer 10 year product guarantee on our knives.

Should you not be completely satisfied with you jaktkit product you

are welcome to contact me Magnus Collin directly +46 739 010 962,

magnus.collin@jaktkit.com.
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